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ABSTRACT: Bridges are ageing and traffic is growing, which creates a demand for accurate
fatigue life assessment. The Europabrücke – a well known Austrian steel bridge near Innsbruck,
opened in 1963 - is one of the main alpine north-south routes for urban and freight traffic. It
represents a bridge generation, where bridge designers acted on a maximum of building material economisation. A long-term preoccupation of VCE with BRIMOS (BRIdge MOnitoring
System) on the Europabrücke (since 1997) with regard to fatigue problems and possible damage led to the installation of a permanent monitoring system in 2003. Since that time a lot of investigations and additional special measurements were devoted to innovative, mainly monitoring-based fatigue assessment as the emphasis is to replace the standard’s premises – referring to
loading - by measurements. The present paper shows the results of an ambitious measurement
campaign. All 144 torsional bracing beams were monitored with accelerometers to assess their
structural integrity. An effective and stable approach was chosen by comparing calculated, expected values of structural stiffness with the measured ones to localise weak points or weak areas within the whole structure as a basis for continuative performance analysis. The shown
conception assures the determination and observation of slowly progressing processes in the
structure, which might lead to local damage or to deterioration of the structure’s operational integrity.
1 INTRODUCTION - OBJECTIVES
In the course of previous investigations - and parallel to visual inspections - the steel bridge’s
torsional bracings and their joints turned out to be the main subject of interest, as their response
is most sensitive to the global, freight traffic-dominated impact. During the years periodic
bridge inspections were undertaken. With regard to the bracings it can be stated, that the following type of deficiencies were most commonly identified:
Crack formation in the corrosion protection coat, loosening bolts, fatigue cracks, buckling and
fracture of certain connecting plates – the latter three sources were relatively seldom.
The described monitoring investigation of all diagonal bracings was undertaken in order to determine the condition of maintenance of these structural members (their integrity) as well as the
load bearing capacity by means of BRIMOS®. Along with the conventional bridge assessment
this investigation supports the determination and location of potential problem zones based on
the measured structure’s vibration behaviour.
On the one hand the relevance of visible damages (cracks, buckled joint plates) was quantified.
On the other hand locations or areas without visual indicators but already giving notice of potential local failure were identified and assessed by means of modal analysis.
The present investigation is to be understood as an initial measurement. Possible upcoming
measurements are to be referred to this initial one - possible changes of the structure’s operational integrity in the course of time can be quantified with this approach.
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Figure 1. Design of the torsional bracing’s bottom and top joints, Europabrücke

Figure 2. Revealed deficiencies since 1983 (1991 in red / 2005 in green )

2 EXECUTION OF THE MEASUREMENT
The present section shows the results of a two days lasting ambitious measurement campaign.
All 144 torsional bracing beams, belonging to both driving directions were monitored with accelerometers in order to assess their structural integrity (sampling rate = 1000 Hz; file length =
165 sec). An effective and stable approach was chosen to localise weak points or weak areas
within the whole structure.

Figure 3. Accelerometers based vibration monitoring of the torsional bracings
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The present monitoring campaign was also combined with an accompanying, visual inspection of the structure to document obvious damages or irregularities. Besides a few smaller fatigue cracks two of the diagonal bracings are to be exhibited. In both cases there was evidence
of explicit damage - driven by torsional overstressing - caused by freight traffic.

Figure 4. Revealed deficiencies in the course of the measurements in 2006

Figure 5. Fatigue crack (13 cm long ) - weakening the connection plate between the torsional bracing V 24
QV-N and the orthotropic bottom plate

Figure 6. Plastic buckling - weakening the connection plate between the torsional bracing IV 30 QV-S
and the orthotropic bottom plate
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According to the bridge’s nomenclature the torsional bracing V 24 QV-N has been overstressed by dynamic torsional loading with remarkable axial force cycles, which led to a distinctive fatigue crack, growing progressively within the connection plate between the diagonal
bracing and the orthotropic bottom plate (Fig. 5). The torsional bracing IV 30 QV-S has been
excessively loaded by static torsional impact with remarkable axial forces, which led to a distinctive plastic buckling, weakening the connection plate between the diagonal bracing and the
orthotropic bottom plate (Fig. 6). Even if there is no evidence of this certain damage within the
documentation of the periodic bridge inspections it is possible, that this buckling has its origin
in a constraint stressing in the course of the mounting workings.

3 ANALYSIS OF THE MEASUREMENT
The measurements were made under ambient conditions on the one hand (environmentally excited vibrations) and under normal site traffic including the dominating affection by passages of
heavy vehicles on the other hand. The remarkable dynamic response of the bracings in the
range of 0,1 und 0,2g, which occurs quite frequently is to be pointed out.

Figure 7. Effective vertical accelerations under ambient conditions at bracing II 42 QV-N

Figure 8. Smoothed frequency spectrum (vertical) under ambient conditions at bracing II 42 QV-N
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The frequency spectra – representing the effective dynamic stiffness of the structural members - show a distinctive dynamic characteristic in all three analysed dimensions. The entire investigation is focused on the diagonal’s vertical direction (perpendicular to the traffic’s driving
direction).
The extracted eigenfrequencies are assumed to be stable and effective to indicate probable
anomalies. In the present case the lower frequencies (the natural as well as the follwing two
ones) are suitable to assess the integrity and functionality of the boundary conditions of the torsional bracings. As already stated the design of the bracing’s joints turned out to be the main
subject of interest, being most sensitive to the global, freight traffic-dominated impact (Fig. 1, 4
& 5).

3.1 Methodology - Determination of expected values for the bracing’s effective stiffness
The Eigenfrequency fi is defined as a function depending on the cross section’s bending stiffness EI, the structural member’s length L, the mass per meter m and the type of the boundary
conditions (λ). The utilization of the present equation without considering axial forces is permissible, as the acting forces in the present case are relatively small – furthermore probable
changes of the effective axial forces are occurring in a quite short time-frame, which minimises
their affection on the dynamic response in the course of frequency analysis.
It can also be shown, that the relation between the diagonal's free vibration length and the geometrical length is constant, which also eliminates its influence on the judgement of the results
of the present methodology. The project documentation delivers all input-parameters to derive
the expected values for eigenfrequencies based on Blevins (1979) - Equation (1).

λi2
fi =
2 ⋅ π ⋅ L2

 EI 
 
m

1

2

(1)

Figure 9. Pattern of the functions of the expected values f1 for varying boundary conditions (DOWNHILL
left / UPHILL DIRECTION right)

The previous figures show the progression of derived expected values for f1 assuming different types of boundary conditions (clamped on both ends; clamped-hinged, and an approximately determined rotational spring on both ends). The bridge deck’s ground view has a certain
flexion shape in both abutment areas and a corresponding lateral inclination, leading to different lengths of the torsional bracings in the bridge’s lengthwise direction for the uphill and the
downhill driving direction (Fig. 9; Fig. 10). Of course the differing length of the diagonals due
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to the varying steel box-girder height (decreasing from the main span to both abutments) is also
considered. As Equation (1) demands square values of the structural member’s lengths parabolic functions are representing the expected eigenfrequencies in the lengthwise direction. The
consideration of different supporting condition is implemented into the constant parameter λ.
The bigger its value, the more the three derived parabolic functions seem to drift away from
each other with increasing values for expected eigenfrequencies at the same time due to the diagonal length’s non-linearity.

Figure 10. Ground-view of the bridge deck’s flexion shape (schematically) – the corresponding lateral inclination demands varying lengths of the torsional bracings in the lengthwise direction

Figure 11. Pattern of the RATIO of calculated functions for the expected values f1 to each other for varying boundary conditions (DOWNHILL left / UPHILL DIRECTION right)

The developed methodology delivers a standardized kind of comparison. The utilization of
Equation (1) - considering the varying length of the torsional bracings in the uphill and the
downhill driving direction – automatically ensures that each expected value of the structural
member’s dynamic response includes the same uncertainty of modelling.
The present approach intends to provide a horizontal progression of the calculated relation
between measured and expected values for eigenfrequencies under regular conditions. Probable
deviations from this trend line are much better recognizable than for example from the progression of the measured values itself. This fundamental assumption of the methodology is confirmed when the progression of calculated relations between each of the three functions for expected values (Fig. 9) is compared to the other ones ( Fig. 11). Analogous to the comparison of
the individual functions of expected values to each other (Fig. 11), the comparison between the
measured and the expected values of the bracing’s effective stiffness was done.
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4 RESULTS OF THE ASSESSMENT
When analyzing Fig. 12 – focusing on the natural frequencies - it is obvious, that firstly there is
a systematic, widely constant deviation of the monitoring results from the expected, calculated
ones (horizontal progression). From this progression singular as well as sectional distinctive
parts leaving the horizontal trend line are isolated, an intention of the chosen methodology. In
these cases it is remarkable, that the deviations – normally occurring nearer to the analytical
model “clamped on both ends“ are located nearer to the analytical model “clamped on one end
– hinged on the other end“.
Up to now the investigation has been showing a consistent trend – confirmed by each of the
first three observed eigenfrequencies. The trend line representing the deviation between measured and expected values has a horizontal progression in the central part of the bridge (brige
spans I, II und III, while the outer spans B, IV,V (downhill driving direction) and the outer
spans IV und V (uphill driving direction) already indicate a degradation of the torsional bracing’s integrity over the entire span length. The reason might be the ability of the central spans
to redistribute internal forces and restraint, while the outer spans have this possibility only in a
limited manner – which forces their torsional resistance to be activated regularly. This has an
impact on the torsional bracing’s joints as an effective degradation of the integrity of boundary
conditions is clearly identifiable with a decrease of the natural frequency. These statements are
particularly confirmed by the fact, that in the past fatigue damages of the diagonal bracings
have mostly been occuring in the outer bridge spans.

Figure 12. 1. Eigenfrequency – Trend of deviation of the measurement‘s results to calculated expected
values in the bridge‘s lengthwise direction – for varying boundary conditions (DOWNHILL left / UPHILL DIRECTION right)

Fig. 12 also exhibits, that the assessment of deviations of measured natural frequencies f1 to
the expected values can be related to every type of boundary condition (clamped on both ends;
clamped-hinged, and an approximately determined rotational spring on both ends). The flexion
shape of the obtained trend line remains – which indicates that the observed phenomenon is insensitive with regard to the type of supporting conditions.
By comparing Fig. 12 left and Fig. 12 right it becomes clear, that the diagnosis of reduced
structural integrity in the outer bridge spans is particularly evident in the downhill driving direction. The condition of the torsional bracings belonging to the uphill driving direction seems
to be much less affected even if they show the same degradation phenomenon next to the upper
abutment. The reason is most likely the heavy freight traffic-impact suddenly entering the
bridge structure and moving downwards, even if finally the whole assembly’s torsional resistance (consisting of two bracings) gets activated. Again these statements are particularly confirmed by observations during visual inspections, as in the past fatigue damages of the diagonal
bracings have mostly been occuring in downhill driving direction.
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Fig. 13 shows the predetermined progression of expected values depending on the varying
lengths of the torsional bracings. It was already stated that the differing length of the diagonals
due to the varying steel box-girder height (decreasing from the main span to both abutments) is
considered. Additionally the bridge deck’s ground view has a certain flexion shape in both
abutment areas and a corresponding lateral inclination, leading to different lengths of the torsional bracings in the bridge’s lengthwise direction for the uphill and the downhill driving direction (Fig. 9; Fig. 10). That lateral inclination in both abutment areas demands, that bracings
belonging to the downhill driving direction and getting closer to the abutment Schönberg (right)
are becoming successively shorter. The corresponding function describing the expected eigenfrequency-values for the downhill direction includes increased expected frequency values in
comparison to those values belonging to the uphill driving direction. For bracings getting closer
to the abutment Patsch (left) these conditions are to be assumed the other way round.

Figure 13. Comparison of certain functions of the expected values f1 to other ones for varying boundary
conditions - DOWNHILL DIRECTION versus UPHILL DIRECTION

Figure 14. Comparison of measured values of the structural member’s response (f1) - DOWNHILL DIRECTION versus UPHILL DIRECTION
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When observing and comparing the measured eigenfrequencies - belonging to both driving
directions (Fig. 14), it gets evident that the necessary assumptions described in the previous
paragraph with regard to the outer brige spans are not confirmed, especially not in the most
critical area – downhill driving direction next to the abutment Schönberg (right). The necessary
exceedance of the uphill values by the downhill values does not appear. The values corresponding with the downhill driving direction’s function, are mostly in the same order than those from
the uphill direction or even smaller. At the opposite abutment Patsch a distinctive decline of the
measured function – again belonging to the downhill driving direction – can be observed.
5 JUDGEMENT – CONCLUSIONS
In the following all fundamental observations and findings are summarised for reasons of
clarification. Again it can be stated that there are distinctive deviations from the measured to
the expected functions for the outer bridge spans of the downhill driving direction – while the
uphill driving direction is affected by the same set of problems mainly in the area near the abutment Schönberg. All of these statements lead to a determination of weak points and weak areas,
which are highlighted in Fig. 16. Additionally to areas being identified as quite noticeable there
are single bracings whose loss of integrity seems to be in the range of the outer bridge spans.
Furthermore the diagnosis revealed even more diagonal bracings who are indicating already
possible local damage or further deterioration of the structural member’s operational integrity.

Figure 15. Functions of the expecteds values f1 for varying boundary conditions / Measured values of
the structural members response (f1) / Trend of deviation of the measurement‘s results to calculated expected values in the bridge‘s lengthwise direction (DOWNHILL versus UPHILL DIRECTION)

Figure 16. Monitoring based determination of weak points and weak areas for both driving directions
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6 OUTLOOK
A continuative methodology was prepared, which uses the isolated hot spot areas for detailed
fatigue analysis to determine, how grave the present situation is with regard to the remaining
service lifetime of the analysed structural members. As the present lifetime calculations are performed in terms of stresses (Stress-Life Approach) comprehensive Finite Element Analysis is
necessary to quantify the real fatigue-threat. The loading-input implemented into these calculations is going to be strictly measurement based. Laser supported global deflection measurements are used as well as a dynamic traffic-weight registration system, which is based on a pattern recognition algorithm by Wenzel & Veit-Egerer (2007) reproducing vertical cantilever
deformations from accelerometers (major feature of the permanent monitoring system).
Besides the traffic induced impact, additional monitoring campaigns revealed, that there is a
strong influence due to sun-radiation. Firstly laser supported global deflection measurements
were performed. On the one hand the progression of the offset of the bridge’s reference accelerometer in the lateral direction was transformed into an angle of inclination. The resulting
temperature gradient function induces additional axial forces and deformations explicitly into
the outer bridge spans. Approximate analysis revealed, that this constraint’s intensity level can
occur up to the range of the traffic-impact itself. Contrary to the general doctrine in conjunction
with structural performance analysis of welded components the authors assume, that the influence of temperature leading to varying mean stresses will have to be considered.
This methodology of course implies additional strain gauge measurements on representative
torsional bracings. While observing a few daily cycles of loading impact the spectrum of effective axial forces will be determined. Furthermore these special measurements will be used for
verification and calibration purposes of the described Finite Element Analysis. Finally a profile
of temperature sensors over a certain box-girder’s cross section is prepared to assess the in-situ
distribution of temperature impact (permanent monitoring) as well as the sun-radiation itself.
To eliminate possible uncertainties accompanying video-recordings are going to provide complementary information.
The implementation of strictly measurement based loading impact into Finite Element calculations strongly supports quantitative estimation of the service-lifetime via separation of fatigue
relevant loading cycles from the randomly occurring overall traffic. An extensive explanation
of the approach in general and its methodology in detail has already been published - see Veit
& Wenzel (2006).
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